THE RIGHT HAND MAN’S

GUIDE TO MISS AMAZING
Thank you for volunteering your time with Miss Amazing! The Right-Hand Man

program provides an opportunity for fathers, brothers, cousins, and friends to celebrate the girls
and women in their lives by accompanying them onstage during the Presentation in Evening
Wear portion of the Miss Amazing show. The program also provides a unique opportunity for
boys and men, with and without disabilities, to volunteer together. Whether you are related to
a Miss Amazing participant or contributing to Miss Amazing as a volunteer, your involvement
with the Right-Hand Man program makes the experience that much more memorable and
special for the girls and women participating. Thank you for supporting the girls and women
in your lives and in our communities!

BEFORE THE EVENT
Know the Routine

As a Right-Hand Man, you will follow a simple
routine along with the participant that you
accompany onstage. Click the video below for a
breakdown of the routine. We encourage you to
review and practice ahead of time!

AT THE EVENT
Arrive on Time

Upon arriving at the venue, you will meet the RightHand Man Coordinator and your fellow Right-Hand
Men. Please arrive at least ten-minutes before
your call-time to ensure that all Right-Hand Men
have time to review and walk through the routine
onstage.

Have Fun!

After all Right-Hand Men have reviewed the routine,
the entire group will sit together in the audience.
The Right-Hand Men will head backstage shortly
before the Presentation in Evening Wear portion of
the show. Once the Presentations in Evening Wear
have concluded, you’ll be acknowledged for your
assistance and return to the audience to watch the
remainder of the show!

Understand the Dress Code

We ask that Right-Hand Men wear either a suit,
a button-up shirt and slacks, or another formal
uniform (military and ROTC uniforms are welcome).
Please refrain from wearing jeans, sweatpants,
or t-shirts. Your compliance with the dress code
contributes to the elegance of the show!

For more information about your state program, visit
www.missamazing.org/find-your-state

